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https://www.luxxu.net/products/tenor-sideboard?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts


MYLLO
Console
Inspired by the distinct engineering present in the tallest bridges, 
Myllo Console functions as symbol of solitude and inovation. 
Composed by Marble and Polished Brass it reflects the rawness and 
perfection of an engineer’s masterpiece, fragile as it may appear 
but solid and firm that promises to hold your breath. It’s a statement 
piece that holds any room’s highest expectations.

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/myllo-console?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts
https://www.luxxu.net/products/myllo-console?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts


TYCHO
Wall Lamp
Following the creation line, the small version of Tycho Wall creates 
a cosmopolitan luxury environment that conveys an intimate lighting 
as its building inspiration and its reflection on the water. Brass with 
gold plated and crystal glass, ideal combination to be used with 
more than one piece.

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/tycho-small-wall?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts


GALA
Chandelier
Combining the modern age and luxury, the Gala Chandelier is a 
revival experience from the palatial apogee. Made with brass and 
clear crystal glass, this imposing item is perfect for any entrance or 
ball room.

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/gala-chandelier?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts


ANGUIS
Sofa Center
The beauty of this piece dwels in the contrast of it’s textures. 
Comfort and elegance have a harmonious relation here, either by 
the subtle use of brass either by the use of the leather. A modular 
piece that can be easily customized without losing its identity. 
The result of the coordinated work between design and 
craftsmanship.

GET PRICE

http://luxxu.net/products/anguis-sofa-center?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts


EMPIRE
Column Display
Inspired by Empire State Building’s architecture, the Empire column 
display takes the same empowering and passionate aesthetics in its 
design. A luxury item capable of providing a classic yet modern feel 
to any space with its stunning gold plated brass and Nero Marquina 
marble. Perfect for classic entrance halls and livings rooms.

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/empire-column-display?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts


TYCHO
Chandelier
Drawing inspiration from the most unusual planetarium in the world, 
the Tycho Chandelier is a layered lighting fixture made of high-quali-
ty brass rings and crystal glass tubes. Highly decorative and elegant, 
the Tycho fits perfectly into modern lounges and dining areas.

GET PRICE

https://www.luxxu.net/products/tycho-chandelier?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts


DISCOVER 
THE COLLECTION >

https://www.luxxu.net/all-products?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts


https://www.luxxu.net?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-closet&utm_campaign=newproducts
https://www.luxxu.net/all-products?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-diningroom&utm_campaign=newproducts
https://www.luxxu.net/all-products?utm_source=ebook&utm_medium=content&utm_content=luxxu-entryway&utm_campaign=newproducts

